Petri net is a general modeling framework for the problem solving that associated with formal analysis, design and coordination logic control of discrete event systems. The block diagram structures provide a high-level overview of the major system of the components that use basic Petri net marking to construct the behavior of traffic lights model. The common role of the traffic lights is as signal systems to control transportation an intersection at urban networks. Events in a real case, the major road demand changes periodically. This paper proposes an appropriate schedule model to address these problems. The models analysis using coverability tree, invariant, and simulation. The basic Petri net marking had designed a complex phase for creating profitable the adaptive traffic lights models.
Introduction
Petri Net (PN) is a general modeling framework to solve many kinds of problems that associated with formal analysis, design, and coordination logic control of discrete event systems also [1] , [2] , [7] . The Petri net model has many advantages. The model can present the analysis of behavioral properties and performance evaluations of the system [2] , [3] .
The traffic lights have a common role as signal systems that control transportation due safety for the road users and efficiency planning [4] , [5] . The main classifications of traffic signal systems are [8] : 1. Fixed time systems and, 2. Traffic responsive systems. Fixed time system is the implementation of the simple control signal that based on historical data. It assumes that the demand is constant, and the actual events in the real world cannot influence the systems. Otherwise, the traffic responsive systems are the real-time systems that use measurements gathering by detectors [9] .
The territories have the left-hand traffic [10] , [11] . The traffic movement keeps on the left side of the road. The major road traffic demands that prioritized changes periodically. The empirical data has recorded heavy traffic at the first cycle, and low traffic at the next cycle [6] . This event is the effect of previous signalized intersection that located about three kilometers from the subject intersection. To build the coordination of the both traffic lights schedules are not possible because the distance is too far [5] , [11] .
This paper proposes dual schedules of traffic lights model consisting of long (first) and short (second) cycles. These dual schedules are interchangeably active as a transverse wave. The aim of this paper is to build a high-level model using basic Petri net that commonly complicated. Many researchers had presented models, but they applied timed Petri net models using colored tokens. We have built the analysis on the basic Petri net model easily, and some analysis becomes difficult on a timed Petri net model that use colored tokens. The east arm is the major road that has the vehicles arrival as transverse waves during two cycles. The signals allow the traffic that comes from the north arm to move straight to south arm only. Signals do not allow them to turn right.
The old traffic lights schedule had fixed time system. It consisted of two phases i.e. phase NS (North-South) and phase EW (East-West) [10] , [11] . The definition of a cycle during each phase of traffic lights schedule presented the sum of the whole duration of the green period, yellow, and red lights. Fig. 2 is the design of the block diagram of Petri net structures with single buffer place. This block consists of two places pa, pb (a buffer), and a transition ta. The Fig.  3 is the block diagram of Petri net structures with double buffers. These block diagram structures provide a high-level overview of major system of Petri net components.
GEW defines green east-west. YEW: yellow east-west, REW: red east-west. GNS is green north-south, YNS: yellow north-south, and RNS: red north-south. The state cGEW is countdown timer of green east-west, etc. Each traffic light has three states i.e. green, yellow, and red. The place state of intermediation SI1 and SI2 present the state while both phases turn on red.
The dual synchronized schedules of traffic lights in 
Methods
Traffic lights have to lit up in the correct order and do not allow deadlock. The role of traffic lights should be able to build the management of vehicle movements to avoid conflicts vehicle stream that are crossing the intersection. The sequence should be able to serve all the signal phases and returnable to the initial state. The analysis uses coverability tree, invariant, and Petri net simulator for simulation [1] .
The Coverability Tree
Each token has a timestamp. A token meaning is one unit of time. The number of the tokens in the places countdown timer mean as the duration.
The coverability tree presents the reachability tree because it contains all finite states may occur. It has an important role to explain three aspects i.e. boundedness, conservation, and coverability state [1] .
The coverability tree uses column vectors consisting of twelve elements. The elements are
The coverability tree presents a sequence of the firing transitions and makes records of the number of tokens in the places of countdown timer (which are not as buffers) and controller places. T={t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8, t9, t10} .
The coverability tree has tested its reachability. The deadlock is absence and the analysis has proved the boundedness, conservation, and its returnables to the initial state.
Places Invariant and Simulation Result
The firing of enables transitions has presented the marking of the Petri net. The invariants provide a guarantee that the markings of a Petri net would not vary. the same connection. Fig. 6 shows the result that appears similar to timed place Petri net [8] , [10] , [11] . This basic Petri net model has implemented block diagram structures to provide a high-level design. The existence of a token signs that a place switches on, or off rather than one unit of time.
Thus, a binary number set B={0, 1}. The binary states mean on (1) or off (0).
The marking x(GNS),x(YNS), x(RNS), x(GEW), x(YEW), x(REW), x(SI1), x(SI2) B. x(GNS) + x(YNS) + x(RNS
The invariant (1) asserts that could be a place only that turns on at one of three places GNS, YNS, and RNS.
x
(GEW) + x(YEW) + x(REW) = 1 (2) x(GNS)+ x(YNS)+ x(RNS)= x(REW) while x(REW)=1
The invariant (3) indicates that if place REW switches at state on then it must turn on in either place GNS, YNS, or RNS. SI2  SI1  SI2  SI1  SI2  C4  C3  C4  C2 C1 C2 Figure 7 . Simulation Result. Fig. 8a presents control net component that has the green long-short and red long-short durations. The schedule of Fig. 8b has five times repetition of the green short and once for long durations. The system guarantees can maintain the traffic stability in six cycles. Table 3 referring to Fig. 4 has long and short green east-west traffic lights duration that interchangeably active. Table 3 I  II  SI1  SI2  I  II  I  II  (seconds)  EW  24  34  3  3  -38  38  65  75  NS  29  29  3  -3  33  43  65  75 The extension schedule models can use the third or fourth of intermediation state. The traffic light signals consist of phases North-south, east-west, south-north, and west-east. Each phase has a different time allocation. The next time, we hope Petri net model can create the setting that should not miss phase for pedestrians that commonly never have a walk signal. The duration of this complex phase of traffic lights schedule on each arm depends on the traffic demand. The model has designed the adaptive traffic lights model successfully using empirical data. 
x(GEW)+ x(YEW)+ x(REW)= x(RNS) while x(RNS)=1 (4) x(SI1)+ x(GNS)+ x(YNS) + x(SI2)+ x(GEW)+ x(YEW) =1

Discussion
Conclusion
The Petri net model of adaptive traffic lights has dual schedules simultaneously. The basic Petri net marking implementing block diagram structures have provided a high-level design. The control net component model looks very complicated. The second model that appears similar to timed place Petri net has reduced the complicated model using hidden control net component to a simple model. The model can build multiple schedules green long/ very long durations at daytime and short/ very short time interval at midnight. Finally, the model can generate the adaptive traffic light signals consisting of phases North-south, east-west, south-north, and west-east. The Petri net model analysis of traffic light schedule on each arm is a powerful technique for creating profitable products.
